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Every week Pastor Joel Osteen likes to get started with something funny. Having a sense of humor

is an important attribute for all of us to have. We all need the capacity to laugh. After all, joy is a gift

from God. We all know there's more than enough negative things in the world that we hear about

each and every day, either through the news media or even in our own lives and the lives of those

around us. Are You a Light Hearted Person? I personally feel that we should always be looking for

things that make us laugh, chuckle or smile. I like the feeling of being a "Light Hearted" person and I

hope you do too. I am arguably Joel Osteen's biggest fan but rather than argue about it, I'd prefer to

just give in to anyone else who feels that they are a bigger fan than me. I currently weigh about 170

pounds so if you weigh more than I do, I guess you have a valid point. Now if you found that (my

corny joke) even slightly amusing, I believe that you are going to absolutely love this collection of

Joel's Jokes that I have put together all in one place that you can read in one sitting if you'd like.

And if you're like me, you'll enjoy telling them just as much as reading them. Joel states upfront that

the jokes are not doctrinally correct... that they're just to make us laugh so I too want to mention that

here. Chapter Headings in Book 1 Include: â€¢ Ladies Joel Heard About â€¢ Men Joel Heard About

â€¢ Ministers and Pastors â€¢ Miscellaneous You could use a good laugh right about now, couldn't

you? You could be laughing within minutes. If you are already familiar with Joel's Jokes then you

already know that what makes these jokes so cool is because they are short, clean and funny! If

you like to tell jokes yourself, you can use these in almost any scenario, without fear that any are

"low class" (for lack of a better term). Sure you may have heard a few of these before, but that

doesn't mean that they aren't funny second time around. Does it? Are You a Light Hearted Person?

I personally feel that we should always be looking for things that make us laugh. I like the feeling of

being a "Light Hearted" person and I hope you do too. And if you're anything like me, you'll enjoy

telling these jokes just as much as reading them. Are you ready to get started? Well then what are

you waiting for? Let's get your giggle going.
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I bought this for my dad as a gift and he absolutely loves it because he has good clean jokes to tell

in his retirement community at their events. He said he always hates it when he hears someone

telling the dirty or not-so-nice jokes and was thrilled when I gave him this. We love Joel Osteen and

look forward to his opening jokes on Sirius before his sermons.

you do not have to be a religioue fanatic to get alot of laughs from this book..Don has a since of

humor and what a better way to start your day(other then talking to GOD)than with fun and

laughter..thank you Don and also the daily quotes..I wish more people had fun and laughed

more..this could change the performance in any person in any endeavor..stay cool

Cute book, we enjoy reading one of the jokes on the weekend like Joel does on his show, bought as

a stocking stuffer but we keep it on the coffee table when we want a clean quick laugh.

These jokes are clean and FUNNY! I love to watch Joel every Sunday on TV and before he starts

his sermon, he tells one of these jokes! So happy I purchased this book!

This was even better than expected! So funny! Now we are passing it around to other relatives!!
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I was dissappointed there were not more jokes. The jokes are great. I hope more jokes are written.

My grandson loved this book.. Makes him laugh..Fast shipping.. Thank you!!
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